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``...The law that entropy always increases holds, I think, the 
supreme position among the laws of Nature.... if your theory is 
found to be against the second law of thermodynamics I can give 
you no hope; there is nothing for it but to collapse in deepest 
humiliation."

                                  - Eddington
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Key points

• Entropy does decrease, occasionally, even in closed systems. 

• Entropy-decreasing fluctuation = reversal of arrow of time.

• This can help us to understand various nucleation and transition 
processes in eternal inflation, and shed light on the structure of 
eternally inflating spaces

• Corollary: entropy minimum = time-reversal ‘surface’.

• These allow time-symmetric cosmologies.
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• I can gather the gas in the corner (but it will cost me entropy generation).  We 
want to talk about closed systems.
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• For it to happen by itself, we have to wait a time ~ exp(-ΔS).
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Let’s be very patient.
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What does ‘the arrow of time reverses’ mean?

• Fixed set of microstates ai with probabilities pi.

• Partition these into macrostates Aj with probabilities          

• Microstates evolve via a(t)=U(t-t0)a(t0) where U is unitary:

• In particular, for each a(t), there is an a(-t) that is a solution, where 
‘bar’ is an involution that maps the state space onto itself, and a=a

• Then given pi(t0), U induces evolution pi(t) (the “metaculus”).

• and pi(t) induces evolution Pj(t)  (the “macrometaculus”?)

Pj =
�

ai∈Aj

pi

Note that wallace was 
talking about the 
dynamics of the 
macrometaculus.  I will 
not do so, but I beleive 
what we are saying is 
true for all such 
reasonable possibilities.
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What does ‘the arrow of time reverses’ mean?

• Consider some Pj(t).  This is a full description of the macroscopic 
evolution of the system.

• Consider Pj(-t), defined assigning each ai(t)’s probability to ai(-t). This is 
the time reverse of that evolution (e.g. right-moving becomes left-moving, 
and cause-effect are reversed.)

• Claim: if you wait for a non-equilibrium macrostate A0 to fluctuate from 
equilibrium, then the way it got to A0 is just given by the ‘bar time-reverse’ 
of how it goes from A0 to equilibrium.
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What does ‘the arrow of time reverses’ mean?

• Consider some Pj(t).  This is a full description of the macroscopic 
evolution of the system.

• Consider Pj(-t), defined assigning each ai(t)’s probability to ai(-t). This is 
the time reverse of that evolution (e.g. right-moving becomes left-moving, 
and cause-effect are reversed.)

• Claim: if you wait for a non-equilibrium macrostate A0 to fluctuate from 
equilibrium, then the way it got to A0 is just given by the ‘bar time-reverse’ 
of how it goes from A0 to equilibrium.

• Argument: consider all states leaving A0, given them equal probability.  
Bar the whole thing.  This is set of equal-probability states leading to A0.

• Proof (under given assumptions): 

• See arXiv: 1108.0417 for both classical and quantum versions.

• We’ll also assume this applies to ‘closed’ gravitating systems.
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Ex. 2. Boltzmann’s brains

• Idea: the smallest fluctuation from equilibrium accounting for “your 
observations”
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Ex. 4: Fluctuating over a 
potential barrier to restart 

inflation

(horizon is out here)

High energy, low 
entropy inflation

Low energy, high 
entropy (non)inflation

NOTE that we have to 
stay within the horizon 
(or more accurately the 
causal diamond.)
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Ex. 4a: Tunneling from inflationNow we have to ignore 
outside.
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Notes on cosmology

• We should not really think of ‘upward transitions’ as just like downward 
transitions but less probable.  Rather, they are time-reversals that go on for 
long enough to return to a ‘previous’ vacuum.

• Going beyond our assumptions:

• Eternal inflationists tend to reward inflation for producing infinite volume 
out of a false vacuum created, but not charge an infinite price to create 
the false vacuum.  Unclear whether this makes sense.

• But how exactly to think about things beyond the horizon is generally 
unclear.



How did inflation start?

• Perhaps with/shortly after a cosmological 
singularity.  But suppose not.

• Suppose there were a ‘previous’ higher-
entropy epoch.

• Theorems: this is “hard”

• Fluctuating an inflationary region would 
look like either:

• Baby universe (not treated here.)

• Time reversal.

• Our ‘previous’ epoch happens after 
inflation.

• General corollary: a minimal-entropy state, 
with democracy of microstates, is a time 
from which time’s arrow points.

Guth and Farhi, 
vachaspati & trodden
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• (Multiple minima) + 
(slow transitions)                          
= eternal inflation

• Each bubble has   
open FRW cosmology 
inside.

• Infinitely many other 
bubbles, potentially 
different properties

identified
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Everlasting open inflation



Eternal inflation
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Can do spacelike.
Can do null, which we like 
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Not exactly Sean’s, who 
would like baby universes I 
think.
In either case, have to 
assume an entropy at some 
point much lower than it 
could be.
I like to think of simple, 
symmetric conditions rather 
than generic one.
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Summary

Evolution* from equilibrium☄ to a chosen macrostate A is✞ the time-
reverse♆ of the evolution from A’s time reverse to equilibrium.♘

* That is, the evolution of the probability distribution over macrostates.
☄ Or metastable equilibrium that is attained more quickly than, but does not decay more 
quickly than, the typical time it takes to fluctuate A.
✞ Under assumptions of a unitary time evolution and democracy of microstates.

♆ Where this is the involution under which the theory is symmetric, and includes time-
reversal.
♘ Even if it seems weird.

It is very hard to ‘start’ inflation from non-inflation: you find* that inflation 
comes first either way!  But this may be a feature that allows pleasingly 
time-symmetric inflationary cosmologies.

* Excluding baby universes that you cannot ever access.


